








194 お ん～ か い
-をしらぬ
お ん〈接 頭 〉
お ん あ い
お ん が く
ぉ ん き ょ う
ぉ ん じ ゅ ん.
-な ．
お ん せ ん
お ん た く
ぉ ん ど
ｰを とる























































To leaどi in Sing ing 101
Meek  64
Amiable ４
Cock  16, Rooster  93
Female ５， Lady 57, Woman 131











Effeminate Ｊ， Feminine 35, Woman 凵ki-: 131
Unwomanly ７２４
Resentment  91
Wet  Nurse渭厂WETNURSE  129









































































































































If ■is,  ０ Ｒ ご ，丶ＶＨＥＴＨＥＲ 129




Advantage Ｊ， Avail ７， Benefit Ｓ， Gain 10, Interest 54,




ＯΛr 70, Paddle ７二／
Paddle Ｚ／
ＣＨＡＰＴＥＲμ
Assembly ５， Council Ｊ， ＭＥＥＴＩＮＧ＆／，ＰＡＲＴＹ乃
Precept Ｓ７
Region ８夕
Marine ６Ｊ， Ocean ７ｊ， Sea 96
Story  107
Injury  53, Nuisance ７び
Hurtful  48, Prejudicial  82
Inoffensive  53




Rectify  89, Reform  89
Buyer ｊ２
Buy ｊ２





Set Ｚφ ゐ鵬加 ess 98, Set  up shop 98
Haul  45







































































































































Foreign  country 37
Foreigner 37







Meeting-house  64, Town-hall 117
Amend ４， Reform 89
Meet toi!μ!ther 64
Harm  44, Injure ２， Pestiferous 78, Wrong 132
Harmless  44
Rectify  8i?, Revise夕２





Buyer ｊ２， Customer 21, Purchaser  85
Thorough-fare 114








Recover  from sickness  s8， Retrieve 92
Notoriety  70, Publicity 84
Coast j6， Sea-board 96, Sea-coast  96, Sea-side  96
Nurse 70,  Tend 113
Anatomy ４， Dissection 26
Nurse ７∂
Clear  away 16
Look  throughα,7??7溏 酲
Not the least  7θ






















































































Domesticα nimals  2Z
Sea  an丿land 96
Balcony Ｚ
Brace  10, Prop Ｓ４
Buy ｊ２， Purchase  85
Buy ｊ２， would  Liketo buy･ 泅
Ought  to have bough がit  Z2























Have  bought 45
Feed J4， Keep 56,
Relay  89
Return夕 2, Vengeance ｊ２５
Avenge Ｚ， Compensate 17,  Dismiss26, Give back 41,
Pay bαck 76, Reciprocate  88, Reconvey  88, Refund  89,
Remand90, Remunerate 90, Renders, Repay 90,
Replace 90, Requiteﾀﾌ･ Restoreﾀﾌ， Retaliate ２，
Return夕 2, Revenge ｇ， Revert ９２， Send ba池 沼，
Turn  over 11夕
Unavenged ｊ２∂
Repeatedly  90
On the Contrary  19･Conversely  19, On  the･contraり77，
Vice-vers a j謌
０月読e other･Hand  44, Rather 87,  Reversely夕２
Barb Ｚ
Return  92
On  Return  ing 92
7‘"o look Backward Ｚ･ Examine one's se び32, Look  back 61,
ＮｏＴｌｃＥｱ'0, Reflect･９， Regard  89, Retrospect  92,
Review32, Revise^･Self-examination  97
Disregard  26, Overlook  73, To  let Pass乃
Frog ３， Toad ７妬
To go  Back Ｚ， Come back 17･Depart ２ ， Get bαck 41,
Over  agαin 73, Recur  89･Retrace  92, Return  92,
Turn  back 11夕, Withdraw 131
Change ｊ４， Exchange  32･Interchange ５４， Modify  66,




























































































































ＥχHALE Ｊ２， Fragrant  38, Perfume 万，ＳｃＥＮＴ％
Employ  30, Hire  46
Hoist 46, Raise  86
Scare-crow  95
Growl 43, Snarl ７θ２
Heel  45
Example  32, Head  ofどz cask 45, Looking gl ΛSS 61,
Mirror  65, Paragon 乃, Pattern  76
Crooked 21,  Stoop  107
Bend s ， Stoop  107
Glory ４ｊ， Splendor  105
Bright 11,  Brilliantｊ７， Effulgent ２ﾘ, Glisten h,
Glitter ４ｊ， Glorious  41, Lustre  62, Refulgent  89,
Shine  99, Shining  99, Sparkle ｊ碍
Expenditure  32
Liable 59, Sharers
Partake  75, Participate  75
Dependent ２， Hanger-on  44
Prefiχ＆?
Anchorage ４， Haven ４５， Roadstead  93
Torch  light丿拓
Affect Ｊ， Begin ｓ， Endanger  30, Forfeit  38, Near  68,
Nearly  68, Occur ７７， Prerogative  82?, Stick  fast 107
Imminent  49, Impending ４夕
About ｊ
Interlace ５４， Lace ５ｚ
Accountable ２， Answerable ５， Concern  18,
Endanger 30,  Hazard  45, Interfere ５４， Liable 59,
Meddle  64, Obnoxious 70,  Relate  89, Responsible  91,
Risk  93 　‥
Oyster 74
Fence ５， Hedge  45
Persimmon 77
Caloric ｊ２， Heat 45
Hook ４７， Pothook 81
Key  56
kaki-atszmeru Rake  together・田

























































































































索　 引　 編　　 １９９
Transcribe 117
Omit to write 71, To のが t to Write 7 お
Scratch  off 96
Write θ阿ｙ Ｑμ7t'n 132
Oyster-shell  74
Lacerate ｊ７
Scratch  out 96
ＳｃＲＡＴｃＨαnd  ｓ＆zだh foi･ ％
Postscript Ｓ７






Document ２Ｚ， Memorandum  64, Note 70,  Writing ｊお
Enter  in αbook 30
Scent  96
Penman  76, Writer  132
Memorandum  64, Note ７∂
Note 70,  Record  88, Register  89
Statement 106,  Transcript ７俘
Copy  20
Transcribe ７７ｚ
Correct  20, Write  over ag ど2 in 132, Tcバ:orrect by writing
(Write)  132





Mingle  65, Mix  66, Stir  107
Stir  107
Scratch Ｑび ％
Treatise 118,  Writing  132
Omit  to 認万た 71, To omit to  Write  132
Precipitantly Ｓ７
Business ｊ７， Calling ｊ２， Crafts, Employment 30,
ＬｌＶＥＬＩＨ００Ｄ 仞 ，０ＣＣＵＰＡＴＩＯＮ ７ｊ， Pursuit  85, Vocation ７２Ｚ
Boundary  10,  Compass 17,  End 30, Limit 50,
Termination 113,  Utmost７２４
Endless  30, Eternal 31,  EverlastingＪ７， Illimitable ４夕，
Infinite  52, Interminable 54
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Confine 18,  FiniteJ5， Limit 60, Terminate ７７Ｊ
Disgrace^, Dishonor^, Ignominy  48, Reproach  91,
Shame  99, Stigma ｊ∂Ｚ
Infamy ５２
Angle ４， Corner^, Target 112
Stroke ｊ昭
Grade ４２， Rank 87,  Rule 94
Depict ２ ， Describe ２４， Design 24， Draft ２Ｚ， Draw 2Z ，
Figure 35, Inscribe^, Pen  76, Portray 80, Scribble^
Sketch 102,  Trace 117,  Writeｊお
Penman  76
Would  Liketo write  5夕
Carr Υα chair  13
Rake  86, Scrape  96, Scratch  96
Such ｊ四
Thus 115
Philosophy 78,  Science 96
Music  68
Picture-frame  78
Chattel ｊ４， Furniture Ｊ夕, Goods ４２， Household ｓ皈が‘ ４Ｚ
Scent  96, Smell  102, Snuff ｊ磑
Target shooting  112
Except ３２
Month  ab･out  ６Ｚ
Preparation Ｓ２， Readiness Sｱ
Ready <!?X
7bmα ke  Ready 87
Unprepared ｊ２３
Pocket  80
Grade ４２， Rank Ｓ７
Alternate  days  4， £z･ｇり･ other ･Day ２２， EverΥ other・∂αy 31





Conceal 18,  Cover  20, Hide  46, Latent ５Ｚ， Screen  96,
Secreteﾀﾌ, Shade  99, Suppress 110,  Veil ｊ２５
Academy ２， School  96, School-house  96, Seminary  98
Alternate  Year ｊ３２
Tumbler ｊｊ夕














































































































Especially 31,  ParticularlyＺ５， Remarkably  90,
Singularly 101, Specially 104
Remarkable %
Conceal 18,  Harbor４４， Ｈ】ＤＥ杤
Cornea 20, Diaphragm ２･１
Learning ５Ｓ， Literature 60, Lore ５ｊ， Study ｊ昭
College  16, School  96, School-house  96, Seminary Ｓ
Night  about  61?
Cholera ｊ５
Refuge Ｓ９










Shade  99, Shadow  99
Shady  99
Cliff  16, Steep ｊ郤
Run  up 94
Pedigree  76
ｇ μみig on  Credit２ｊ
To sell on  Trustjj夕
Flight  36
Desert ２４， Elope ３
Decamp ２２
Fugitive  39
Latch ５７， Ringαnd staple 93
Run ｊθ勿刀舛
Outride Ｚ３， Out-run Ｘ?
Stake 106,  Venture  125
Run  into 94
ＭＵＬＴＩＰＬｌＣＡＴＩＯＮ矼
だ･run  OutＺ?， Run  out 94










































































































Stake 106, Wager ｊ２７
Mall ６２
Nicked  69, Notched  70, Wane 127,  Want７?７
Imperfection ４夕
ＢＥＴ夕, Clasp ７５， Fix 36, Hang  44, Hang Ｚφ･/･/，
Hazard ４５， Hold out (o,が?r) 46, Lay 58,  LaΥ a wage に沼，
ＬＡΥover 58, Overlay  73, Place Ｚ９， Propose  84･Put  85,
Put  on 85,  Put to 85, Put ルガh 85, Risk  93･Splash ７価，
Splincle 105,  Stake 106,  Suspend 刀７， Venture 125,
Wage 127,  Wager127,  Weigh129
Fly 37,  Gallop40, Run  94
Shade  99
Flavor  36, Seasoningﾀｱ
Unseasoned ｊ２
Season  97
Past time 75, p 公Ｚ ＴＥＮＳＥ(加 grainrn の-) 113
Sedan  Chair 74
･At Time S he rides and at other  Time Ｓ 垣･μ7ど7 Iks 116





Circumscribe ｊ５， Encircle 30, Enclose 30･Preserve  82･
Put Ｚφ85, Skirt  101
Inclose ５ｊ
Chair-bearers ｊ４
Excuse ３２， Pretence ＆?Pretext  82, Subterfuge ｊ磚
Pretend  82?　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－
Inclosure 51, Seigeﾀｱ
Raise a seige 86
Circumscribe ｊ５， Encircle 30, Enclose  30･Environ 31,
Inclose ５７， Lay siege 58, SURROUND Ill
Gross  language 43
Umbrella 120
Bulk 11,  Heap４５， Mass 63, Pile 7S， Size 10｣I





か ざ か み
か さ さ ぎ〈動 物 〉




か さ だ か
が さ つ
が さ つ も の
か さ な る
か さ ね< 接 尾 〉








































































































Furnitures, Household stiが47, Property  84
Unfurnished ７２２
Windward ｊＪ∂








Overlay Ｚ?， Super-imposed ７仞
Layer  58
Overlap Ｚ?
０匹Γα刀ｊ Over Ｘ?， Repeatedly  90
Reiterate  89




Vane 125,  Weather-cock129
Accumulate ２， Increase ５７
Ornament Ｚ２， Tinsel 116, Trappings ｊ招
Jewel ５５， Trinket 118
Jeweler ５５
Adorn ２， Bedeck Ｓ， Deck ２･ Decorate ３ ， Dress 28,








Cake ７２， Candy ｊ２， Confectionary  18, Sweatmeats Ill
Mulberry tree 67
Helm ４５， Rudder  94
Tiller 115
Steer ７畄
Forge お, Smith  102
Conflagration  18, Fire お
Domestic affairs 27
Starve ７蒔
Careen 13,  Incline５７， Lopsided ａ















ｰが こ え る




か す が い
か ず か ず
か ず け る
カ ス テ ラ
か す み
か す む






















































































































Clever  16, Ingenious  53, Intelligent ５｡i, Sagacious  95,
Shrewd 100,  Subtile 109,  Wise  131
Helmsman  45, Steersman ｊ蒔
ＢＬＡＣＫＳＭＩＴＨ夕, Cutler ２２， Forge  38
Torment 116,  Torture ｊ汀
Torment 116,  Torture 117
Article  6, Clause ｊ５， Item ５５， Stipulation  107
Boss 10, Captain ｊ２， Chief ７４， Foreman 37,  Head 45,
Leader  58, Master  63, Monarch  66, Overseer 74,
Principal^, Ring-leader  93, Ruler ft/, Sovereign; の，
Top 116, Verte χ 72∂
Tonsure ｊ拓
Clap  the hands 15
Poet  80
Deposit ２４， Dregs ２Ｓ， Dross Ｘ９， Lees 58, Residuum  91,
Sediment 夕Ｚ
Discount ３ ， Lease  58, Lend  58, Let  59, Loan  60, Put









Blame 夕, Impute ５θ
Sponge-cake  105
Haze ４５
Dim ３， Hazy  45
Defraud Ｚ?， Depredate ２４， Embezzle ｊθ･Peculate  76･
Plunders, Rifle 93, Rob 93, Steal ｊ畄
Vine ｊ邵
Wig j3θ　　　　　　　 －
Commission  mo ?Xり17, Squeeze-Money ｊ畄
Graze ４２
Convert ｊ夕
Add ２， Unite j22









Breeze 10,  Wind jJ θ
Ventilate ｊ２５
Catarrh ｊ３


































































































Calculate ７２， Compute 18,  Count20, Enumerate 31,
Estimate 31,  Number７り, Reckon 88
Cannot  be coμ刄＆ｊ ｊ２， Unnumbered ｊ２
Incalculable  50, Numberless 70, Uncalculable ｊ２θ
Innumerable ２
205
Part  75, Party  75, Person 77,  Section of じθμ刀脱y 97,
Side j叨
Pawn  76, Pledge ３
Figure ５， Form  38, Image ４夕, Impress  50, Impression  50,
Matrice( ママ) 63, Model  66, Mould  67, Print  83,
Shape  99, Style 108, Trace 117
Shoulder ｊ叨
One FOOT Ｚ２， One leg Ｚ２
Beggar  8
Austere ７， Callous ｊ２， Chaste ｊ４， Close 16,
Compact  17, Dense ２ ， Fast 34, Firm Ｊ５， Hard ４４，
Precise ,!?ｊ， Punctual 85, Rigid 93, Secured, Serious 98,
Solid 103, Stable 105,  Stanch 106,  Steady 106,  Stiff  107,
Strict 108, Strong 108,  Sure no,  Taught 112,






Obstinate Ｚ７， Stiffness 107







































































































ＯＮＥ（が αZ･ぷ,･) 72, One SIDE Z2 ， One  Side７卯
Side j 卯
One FACE Ｚ２




Adversary ｊ， Enemy  30, Foe Ｊ７
Unavenged 120
Unrevenged ７２ﾖ
To take  Vengeanceｊ２５
Revenger  92
Vengeance ７２５
Closely  16, Firmly  36, Obstinately 71,
Peremptorily ７７， Rigorously  93, Solidly ｊの，
Steadfastly 106,  Sternly 107,  Tenaciously 113,
Tightly 115
Protest  84
Ill-natured  49, Obstinate ｚ７， Pertinacious 77,
Stiff 107, Stubborn 108,  Tenacious 113,
Unyielding ｊ冫１
ＢＩＧｏＴＥＤ夕, Obstinate 71,  Precise81
Careen 13, To  CarrΥ θ72 the  shoulder 13, Shoulder ７卯
Provincialism  84
Hardness  44, Rigor 93, Solidity ７の, Stiffness  107,
Tenseness,  or  Tension113,  Toughness117
Hang Ｘθθ?le side! 徇
Grateful  42, Thank 114,  Thankfulｊ召
Am  Obliged  to･you 70
Effigy ２夕
Saliva  95, Spit j価
Punctilious  85 　－
One-corner Ｚ２






to set  Aside 6， ＬＡΥaway  5S， ＬＡＹ勿 58, Marry Ｑがα
daughter ｇ， ＰｕＴαｇαy 85， ７ｂ Set αside 98, SET  by 98























































































Figure Ｊ５， Imitate 49, Model 66, Mould  67,
Representﾀﾌ, Resemble  91, Shape  99
Cutlass 22,  Sword ｊ７７
Sword-blade Ill
Sheathe  99
Sword  rack 111
Sword  cut ill
One  Side7叨
Bias 夕, Favor  34, Partial ７５， Prejudice 82
Impartial ４夕
Callous j2 ， Clot 16, Induration ５２， Lump  61, Tumor ７跟
Coagulate  16, Congeal  18, Crystalize 21,  Curdle ２７，
Secure夕 7, Stiff  107
Legacy  58, Memento ａ， Memorial Ｑ
One WAY ｚ２
Mutually  68, Reciprocally  88
Screen  96
Propensity  84
Careen  13, Decline ２ ， Incline ５７， Lean 58, Lopsided  61,
Prone  83, Tilted 刀5
katamukeru　　 ＨＥＡｖＥどyθzむ?z 45， Incline ５７， Side-wise 100,  Subvert ｊ四 ，
Tilt ７７５
katame　　　　Garrison  40, Guard ４Ｊ， Pledge  79, Promise S3,
Securityﾀﾌ
katame　　　　 ＢＬＩＮＤが one eye 夕, One eye Ｚ２
katameru　　　Condense  18, Consolidate  19, Defend ２?， Establish J7 ，
Fortify  38, Garrison  40, Harden  44, Indurate ２ ，
Solidify 103,  Stiffen  107, Strengthen ｊ昭
katayori　　　　Favor  34, Partial  75
katayoru　　　　　 ＢＩＡs夕, Favor  34, Incline ５ｊ， Lean  58, List (Nautical) 60
Prejudice 82,  Sag  95
katayoranu　　Impartial ４夕, Neutral  69, Unbiased 120,
Unprejudiced ７２
katarau　　　　　Gain  over 40
katari　　　　　　Talk  112
katari　　　　　　Fraud  39, Imposture  50, Knave  56, Rogue  93,
Swindler Ill
katari-mono　　Inpostor  50
kataru　　　　　　Circumvent ７５， Defraud ２ ， Impose  on 50, Knavish  56,
Swindle Ill
kataru　　　　　　Recount  88, Rehearse  89, Relate  89, Speak ７碍，
208 か た～ か な
















































































































Eclipse 好調 oon 29
Catamenia ｊ､?
Dry  28, Thirst 114,  Thirsty 114
Consolidate  19, Join j6， Unite ｊ２２
Action ２， Battle Ｓ， Conflict 18,  Contest 19, Fight Ｊ５
Fight Ｊ５
Fieldが battle 35
Leper ５９， Leprosy ５９
Armor  6, Panoply ７４




/1y Pleasure ３， Unconstrainedly ７２ｊ
Take ｙθzびown co μrse 112
Inconvenient ５７
As yoμPlease  79
Kitchen  56
Steward  107








Assents, Convince 20, Persuade 77, Understand 121
Distrust 26,  Suspicious Ill
Angle ４， Corner  20
Round 倪ぴ the corn を?尽 脚
Item 55 ， Particulars  75
Second  97, Supporter ｊ仞
Confederate  18
Estate 31,  Heritage 46, Inheritance Ｓ ， Patrimony  76
Heir ４５
Abduct ｊ， Kidnap  56
Wire ｇαuse  j昶
Family Ｊ４， Household ４７， Wife j 昶
ＰＬＡＴＥｱﾀ
Whole  family 130














































































































Talk 112,  Tell113
Cripple ２７， Deformed ２， Lame ５７， Maimed ｅ
Side ｊ卯
Besides 8, By  the wのり2，βy the Way  128
Confederate 18
７１ｚ加Part  in 75, Secondﾀﾌ, Support ７仞
ＳＥｃｏＮＤ夕7, Supporter ｊ仞
On  Foot 37,  ０Ｎ力ot 71, Pedestrian  76
Afoot Ｊ
Walk ７２７
Mastery ６Ｊ， Triumph 118,  Victory７邵
To celebrateαTriumph ｊ召
Apt ５， Predominant 81
Land ５７
Victor 126, Winner 130
ＳＨｏｕＴが Vic toり･100, ShoutがTriumph 118
Triumph 118
凡!加丿砂 by Victory ７謌
Game  40, Lose and win 61
Foot-soldier 37,  Infantry５２
Musquitck ママ）?xｄ 認
Tame  Goose４２
Ford 37,  Wade127
Thirst 114
Beat ｓ， Conquer 18,  Control 19, Excel  32･Gain  40,
Get  the･day 40, Out-do  73, overcome  73, overmatch ｚｌ?
Overpower ｚ?， Predominant 81,  Predominateｓ７，
Prevail 82?, Superior no, Surmount 110,  Surpass Ill,
Triumph 118,  Vanquish125,  WinWorst  131









Burden ｊｊ， Load so
Veil ｊ３
































カ ナ リ ヤ〈動 物 〉
が な る
か に< 動 物 〉
か に ぱ ば
































































一 一 一 一 一
Accord ２， Adapt ２， Agree Ｊ， Becoming Ｓ，
Compatible 17,  Comply俘 ，ＣＯＮＦＯＲＭ 紹 ，ＣＯＲＲＥＳＰＯＮＤ Ｊ ，
ＥχPEDIENT Ｊ２， ＦＡＶＯＲＡＢＬＥｊμ，ＦＩＴ お ，ＰＲＯＰＥＲ＆／，
Proportion  84, Succeed 109,  Successful ７卯 ，
Sufficient 109,  Suit 109,  Suitable ７卯
Impossible  50
Improper 50,  Repugnant  91, Unbecoming 120,










Distress 26, Griefs, Lamentation 57, Sorrow  104,
Woe 131
Deplore ３ ， Grieve 43,  Lament ５７， Moan  66, Mourn  67 。











Imperative  49,召yαII  Means64, Must  68, Necessary  68,
Obliged  70, Positively  80































































































































Money ＢＡＧ矼，ＰｏｕcII S7， ＰｕＲsE砧




Beforei ＩＡＮ Ｄ Ｓ， ＰＲＥｖＩｏｕｓＬＹ心







Rich 92, Wealthy/ り召rson  128
Comprise  18, Difficult 25， Hard 44, Include ５７
That ７７･/
ＨＥＲ芻




Mildew  65, Mould  67
Gorgeous  42




Guild 43, License 59, Monopoly  67, Patent Ｚ５，
Stubble 108, Stump ７昭
Unlicensed 123
Screen  96
Cover Ｊ， Impute 50, Lay ／加& 加用e on 58
Helmet  45
Turnip ７汐
Bonnet  10, Cap ７２， Hat 45
Uncover  the he?どid  727
Wear  on the? head  128
Infect ５２
Desert 24, More than is Due 28, Excess  32。
Superabundance 110,  Undeserving 121,  Unmerited７Ｊ
Unworthy ７２４





















































































































Pot 81,  Steam-boilerｊ畄
Furnace Ｊ９， Kiln ５５， Oven ｚ?
Sickle ｊ卯
Bull-frog U,  FrogＪ夕
Concern 18,  Interfere５･ｊ， Intermeddle ５４， Matter ｇ ，
Meddle ｇ ， Notice  70, Regard S9, Touch  117
Concern 18
Let  alone  ５夕
ﾌVo  Matter ａ ， No ?natter 69
７１９ let  Alone４， Z:)on't  Care13
Of no  Account ２， ７Ｖｉ：? Consequence ｊ夕, Immaterial ４夕，
Imprudent 50,  Indifferent ２ ， All  Oneｚ２，
Unconcerned 121,  Unimportant ｊ２２
Unmolested ｊ２３
Attitude  6, Position  80, Posture 81,  Styleｊ昭
Build 11,  Devise２４， Enclose Prepare  82?
Mantis Ｓ






Bear Ｓ， Fortitude 38,  Patience  75
Patiently  76
Endure  30, Patient ７５， Suffer 109 , Support ｊ仞
Insufferable 54,  Insupportable 54,  Intolerable ５４
Superior 110,  Up 124,  Upwardj24
Superiors jj θ
Deity 13;  Godof the Sin た･o 41
Deify ２
-ni agameru　Deify ２





















































































































































刀ie Ugh 加加ｇ 瓰s struck (Strike)  108
Thunder 115
Thunder 115
Paper-store  74, Stationer ｊ硲
Barber Ｚ
To blotむthe Nose  69
Bite 夕, Champ ｊ４， Chew  14, Gnaw ４ｊ
Jar ５５
Tortoise 117,  Turtleｊｊ夕
Coccyx  16
耀漬Ｘ Duck 28, Teal 113
Brew  10
Gull  43






Circulation ｊ５， Intercourse ５４， Pass toαnd fro 75
Pass-book  75
Frequent Ｊ， ＧＯ加α黠ｊｊ･o 41, Pass  75
Interchange ５４， Reciprocate  88


















か ら〈格 助 〉





か ら か う
か ら か さ
か ら か ね
か ら か み
か ら が ら
が ら が ら〈 声 〉
-な る



































































































Hull ４７， Nut-shell  70, Shell  99
After Ｊ， From Ｊ， ０ＵＴが 73, Since μ刀, Than  ill,
Then 114
Inasmuch  50, Owing ７４
Kind ５６， Quality  86, Sort ｊθ４






Wall  Paper74, Paper-hangings 74,  Ｗ'ＡＬＬ-ＰＡＰＥＲ ７２Ｚ
Barely Ｚ， Hardly  44,






















Debt ２２， Loan 60
Indebted  51
Chase ７４， Game  40, Hunt  48






























































































































Fine J5， Forfeitお, Mulct 67, Penalty  76
Harvest^, Mow 67, Reap 88
Chase  14, Hunt  48, Pursue  85
Borlow  10, Lease 58, Rent  90
Apt 5， Fond 37
Frivolous  39, Light  59, Low  in condition 61, Slight 7館
Lightly ５夕, Slightly tａ?
Palliate 74




Carrier 13, Coolie 20, Porter  80
Levity Ｊ， Lightness 59, Rarity 87
Playing  Card13




He ４５， Him 46, That 114





Dry  28, Fade-お, Failお, Perish 77,  Wither131
Husky  48
Dead tree 22
Barely ７， Hardly 44, Narrowly  68, Scarcely  95
Contemn  19, Deride ２４， Despise 24， Disdain 26,
Disparaged,  Set  Light勿5夕, Make light of 62, Seが濕
Naught  68, Scorn  96, Set  at naught 98, Slight  102,


































































































Film ５ ， Fur Ｊ ， Hide 46, Hull ４Ｚ， Integument ｊ４，
Leather  58, Peel  76, Peltry  76, Rind  93, Row  94,




Beloved Ｓ， Darling ２２， Lovely  61
Love  61
Pitiable  79
Dear ２２， Lovely  61, Sweet Ill
Pet 78
Dessicate ２４， 717 Season 妙 ｊり･ing 97,  Torrefy ７７戸
吻 泱ｇ River 93, Up  the バver  j24
Thirst 114
River  bα黠ゐ飴
Arid ５， Dry ２ ， Parched  75, Thirst 114,  Thirsty 114
Undried 121
River  mon 治男
Down  the river  27， 7:lovun the  River男
Frog  39, Toad ｊｊ∂
Exchange  32






















－一 一一 一 一一 一 一 －－ - -
King-fisher  56









Brick 10,  Tile 115
乃 ａy‘ｇ勧z Tile 115
Tile  kiln  jj5･
Tile  roが115,  Tiling 115
Lieu 59， Proxy s4， Stead 106, Transition 118,  Turnｊｊ夕，
Variation 125,  Vicissitudeｊ２６


















































k a war adz
kawaradz ni
kawaranu
索　 引　 編 217
Inconstant ５ｊ， Variable ｊ２５
Alter ４， Change ｊ４， Convert ｊ９， Mutable 6S, Shift  99,
Transfigure U7,  Transform117,  Transmuteｊ招，





Immutable ４夕, Invariable ５５， Permanent Ｚ７，
Unalterable 120,  Unchanging 121,  Unfadingｊ２２
kawaranu ko- Immutability ４夕
to
kawararenu　　Unchangeable 121





















































wild  Goose42厂Wild-goose ｊＪθ
Supplication 110,  Vow ｊ２７
Vow 127
ＦＯＲＮｌＣＡＴＩＯＮお, Incest ５７
Reflection  89, Speculation ｊひｊ， Thought 114
Meditation ｇ
Inconsiderate ５ｊ
Cogitate  16, Consider ｊ夕･Contemplate ｊ夕，
Deliberate ２･ Meditate ６４， Ponder 80, Reason  88,











NEW-YEAR'S DAY 69, First  Dayof the year  22















































































































Account ２， ＢＩＬＬ夕, Calculation ７２， Reckoning S8
Calculate 12, Cast up 13, Compute  18, Count Ｊ，
Enumerate 31,  Estimate31,  Reckon 88, Settle のz








Admire ２， Wonder 131
ＬＡＵＤＡＢＬＥ認
Cardinal ｊ３， Essential 31,  Principalthing 82?
Affect Ｊ， Move ６Ｚ， Suffer 109, Touc ⅢNG 117
In  the! Presence Ｓ２
Progenitor  83











Affliction Ｊ， Disaster ２５， Distress ２６
Bear  8, Forbearance 37,  FortitudeｊＳ,･Patience  75,
Self-denialﾀﾌ, Toleration ｊ郤
Pardon ?? Ｚｇ ７５
Patiently  76
Deny  one's seび23, Endure 30, E χcuse  32, Forbear 37
Forego Ｊ７， Patient  75, Put Ｚφ Ｚもnth 85, Tolerate ｊ拓
Clement ｊ６




Dearth ２２， Drought  28



















































































































Cardinal 13,  Essential31, Important ５θ，
Principal  thing 82
Principal Ｓ２
Commonly 17,  Generally  40, Habitually  43,













Journal  56, Log  60
Yellow  132
Drab ２７
Exhalation  32, Heart ４５， Inclination ５７， Mind ６ ，






































-を つ け ぬ
-を つ け よ























-ni kakeru　　Lay なりleart 58
‾ｎｉ kanau　　Satisfy 95,  Suit  one's taste 109




































Take to hea が112
Generous  40
Light-hearted  59, Lively  60






£ose one's  Senseｓ 認
Deject ２， Discourage ２５， Dishearten 26,  Dispirit ２６
Carelessly j3
Warily 127
Put  in min丿＆
Heedless ４５， Inadvertent Inattentive  50, Rash 87,
ＵＮＴⅢNKING ｊ２３
See  to it夕7, Take  care 112
Attend ６， ７１２ゐｇ Care 13,  Circumspectｊ５･ Heed  45,
Mind 65, Reminds#, Tend 113,  Thoughtful115,











Improve Ｘ加opportu ?X勿 邱





















































































































Glad ４ｊ， Rejoice  89
Disappear ｊ５， Fade ３Ｊ， Go out 41, To go  ＯｕＴ(αｓα万ｇ)
73, Pass  away 75,  Vanish ｊ５
Indelible ５ｊ， Uncanceled 120,  UNE χTINGUISHABLE ｊ２２
Rival  93
Memory  64
Commit to memo り･j7
£oose  Presenceof mind 82
Dejection ２ ， Despondency ２４
Despond ２４
Wooden  taste 1､?j
Monstrous  67, Wonderful 131
Prodigy  83





Effect ３， Operation Z2
IＮＥχORABLE ５２





Unaccustomed to hearing 120






Operate Ｚ２， Take  effect  112
Ineffectual  52, Inefficacious ２， Torpid 117
印 Ｓ` Service  98
Allow ４， Attends, Hear ４５， Heed ４５， Inquire 53,






















き こ え る
き こ え ぬ
き こ り
き こ ん

























































































7b がz7･?のｚ Account ？， ＡｃＱｕＡＩＮＴ乙Advertise ｊ，
Announce ５， to Cause to hear to te?II 13, Communicate  17,
Give 01が41, Inform  53, Narrate  68. Notify Ｊ，





Odd  and et。?〃77
Even  and odd 31
Peg  76, Wooden  nail  7J7
Wooden  Pin 78
Vegetation ７２５
Hypocrite  48
Humor  48, Spirit 7価
Cheerful ７４
Conciliate  18, Humors, Ingratiate  53･ ７ｊ ＰＬＥＡｓＥ
another  Z9， Propitiate 84, Time-serving 7 拓
Climate  16, Season  97
Fame Ｊ
Can  be heard 12, Famous  34






Empress  30, Queen  86
Germ  40･Indication  52, Omen 刀Principles?･Sign  101,
Spring  105
Germinate  40, Put 力河Put  out 85･ ＳＨｏｏＴ(げ α加ｊ)
99, Spring 105, Sprout 7 邱
You ７認
Cut 27， Slice 102
Return ２
Recreation  88
Bank ７， Scarp 96, Shore ７卯
Pheasant  78
Etiquette  31
Disposition 26, Temper ｊ髟






































































































Humor  48, Spirit  105
Cheerful ｊ４
Grate Ｊ２
Grate 45, Rub  94, Rub αｇぷnst 94, Squeak  105
Contribution  19, Subscription ７四
Contribute ﾌﾀ, SUBSCRIGE ７四
Suspicion Ill
SUBSCRIPION 戸茆碍り四
Blemish 夕, Damage ２２， Defect ３ ， Dent ２ ，
Detriment ２４， Disgrace 26, Dishonor  26, Flaw  36,




Hurt  48, Wound 132






Pipe  78, Tobacco-pipe j 拓
Gild 47， Impute 50, Incase  50, Lay  over 58, Lay  theろた附ｇ
on  58, Plate ３， Put on 85, Veneer ｊ５
Plated 79
Noble  anどi ignoゐ＆砂
Hypocrite  48
Compete 17,  Emulate 30




Curious ２７， Strange 108, Uncommon ｊ２ｊ厂Wonderful ｊ､?７
Wrought ｆりn 132




Disposition  26, Temper ｊ髟
Defiled Ｊ ， Dirty ２５･ Foul 38, Impure  50, Squalid ｊ価，






















き づ か い
-す る
き っ き ょ う
ぎ っ く り
ーと
き つ け
き っ し り
ーと
き っ た つ
き っ た ん






















































































Crazy 2j， Frenzy 39, Insane  53, Lunacy  61, Mad ｅ，
Madman ｅ
Lunatic  61, Maniac  62




Hardy  44, Intense ５４， Manly ６Ｊ， Mettlesome  65,
Resolute  91, Severe  98, Sharp  99, Valiant ７２５
Manfully ｇ， Severely  99
Sharply  99





Cordial  meぶcine 20
Closely  16, Tightly 115
Steep ｊ硲
Lucky  day 61
Woodpecker 131
Certificate ｊ４， Pass 75,  Passport７５
Attentively ６， Decidedly ２２， FlχEDLY Ｊ６， βy all
Means 64 ， Must  68, Peremptorily 77,  Positively 80,
Steadfastly 106,  Steadily 106,  Surely ｊ扨
Protest  84
Fox j8





Prayer 81,  Supplication 110 , Worship 131



































































Jeopardy 55,  Peril 77
Acceptable ２， Agreeable Ｊ， Approve ５， Liking 59,
Please 79,  Suit one?lSた7S/を?109, Welcome ｊ３
がyZ,?had w £shed  he Might have go 夕le 65
Averse 7, Disagreeable ２５， Dislike 26, Dissatisfied  26,




Petition  78, Prayer 夕ｊ
Distrust  26, Suspicion 777
Doubt ２Ｚ
Yesterday 132
You  Ought  to have t･ﾉﾊ 治゚りxｙ６切法 zy  Z2






























Yesterday  morn みIg  132
7 Should have gone yesterd砂7卯
Regret  89, Sorrow  104, Sorry ｊ硯
Regret  89
Canine-teeth ｊ２， ＥＹＥ-Ｔ００ＴＨ お, Fang 34, canine
Teeth 113,  Tuskｊﾌﾀ
Shears  99
Oakum ７∂
Wooden  bowl ﾌ31
Yellow j 認
Cavalry  13, Horse-man ４Ｚ
225
ﾌ:Jispt?y Gloom ４ｊ， Pastime ７５， Recreation  88,
Rela χATION Ｓ
Cheer ｊ４
Austere Ｚ， Boisterous  10, Furious Ｊ ， Hard  44,
Inclement ５ｊ， Intense ５４， Keen  56, Mighty  65, Rigid  93,
Severed, Sharp 99, Stern 107,  Strict ｊ昭
Fast ｊ４， Harshly  44, Mightily ６５， Rigorously  93,
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Contribution 19,  Subscription ７四




Spurious  thing 105
Old  clothes  z７
Feelings J4 ， Humor  48, Spirit  105
Faithful ｓθ友治?r 34
Example Ｊ２， Pattern  76
Dismal ２５
Woodenが llow 131
Headstrong  45, Obstinate ７７， ﾉ１ｙ Pleasure 乃，
Selfishﾀｱ, Self-willed 97,  One's own Way128,
Wayward  121!?, Willful ｔＪθ
Willfully tJ θ
Definite ２










Extraordinary  33, Notable ｚθ
Curious ２７， Remarkable 90,  Wonderful  131
Offensive ｚ７， Unventilated ｊ２４
Chaste ｚむ∂?nan 14, Virgin ７邵
Fabric お，ＴＥχTURE ７μ
Reproach  91
Censure  14, Reprimandﾀﾌ, Reproach  91, Scold 夕叭
Settle  98
Indefinite ５７
Gall  40, Liver  60■


























































































































（ 休 日 ）　kiujitsz
索　 引　 編
Dress Ｊ ， Frock  39, Garb  40, Garment･ 10, Gown  42,
ＨＡＢＩＴ お ，ＲＡＩＭＥＮＴ 海 ，ＲＯＢＥ幻 ，ＶＥＳＴＵＲＥ ７邵
ＵＮＤＲＥＳＳＥＤ ７２７
０。e Suit  of clc･//･67 卯
Undressed 727
Unclothe ７２７
Ｇ ＵＥＳＴ ．ｙＪ ，Ｌ ＯＤＧＥＲ 叨 ， Ｐ ＡＳＳＥＮＧＥＲ 万 ， ＳＯＪＯＵＲＮＥＲ ７磑 ，
Stranger 10S,  Visitor ｊ２７
Receive α ｇ 岶?Ｓ/ 田
Adverse Ｊ， Contrary  19
Ａ ＧＵＥ ｊ
Host  47
Treachery lis,  Treason ｊ招
Rebellious 召Ｓ
Traitor 117,  Treacherous Ｓ冖？α厨7 侶
Rebel  88










Rascal 87,  Scamp 95
Legging  58
To  Wear  out 128
Glass  41, Window ｇ/公Ｓ招
θ心?Pane  of glどzss 74
Ancient ４， ０ＬＤｱﾌ
MOXA  67
Emergency  30, Exigency  32, Haste  44
Hasty ４５， Instant  53, Quick  86, Rapid  87, Sudden ７卯，
Swift Ill,  UrgentいZ24
Hastily  45, Quickly  86, Rapidly  87, 江虜h Speed ７囚，
Suddenly ｊ四
Hire  46, Pay  76, Wages 72Z
Rigid  93, Severe 沼, Strict ７磚
Servant  98, Table-boy Ill
Serve  98, Wait upon t 加 詒贔?７２Ｚ










－ ． ． 一 一 ･ 〃
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Instruction ５４， Teaching ｊｊ､?





Strong  or weak 108
Educate ２９， Teach 113
Teach 113
Judgment ５５， Sentence  98
Manners  63
Action ２， Conduct 18,  DeedＺ３， Deportment ２４
ＢｌｏＧＲＡＰＨＹ夕, Memoir 64
Lunatic 52, Madman ６２
Bathe ８
Divert ２Ｚ




Unfruitful year  ｊ２２
Terror ｊ７３
Convulsion  20, Fit  36






Last  mo ?2th 57
Falsehood Ｊ４， Lie 59
ＥχPLETIVE  33
True  or falseリj夕
Fish  oilお
Last year  57， £αst Year 132






Cleanse ｊ５， Purify 85, Sanctify 夕'5, Wash j認
Permit 77












































































































Cowpox 20,  Vaccination ７２５
Last year 57
Emergency Ｊ ， Exigency  32
Epigastrium 31,  ＰＩＴが the stomach 78







Na がve  Place９
Rapids  87, Torrent 117
Old  custom 71, Precedent 81
Evil J2， Weakness 72
Fish  36
Holy  46, Pure  85
Limpid  60
This  day  114, Todayｊ拓
You  Ought だ･即 to~ day 72



















Sacred  booﾙ 男
Amusement ４， Diversion ２７， Enjoyment Ｊ∂，
Festivity ３５， Hilarity  46, Joy  56, Mirth  65,
Pleasure Ｚ９





Grave-clothes ４２， Shroud ｊ卯
Insanity Ｓ











































































































































Gaze  40, Peer  76, Stare ７畄
Antipathy ５， Indisposition  52
Loathsome  60, Offensive ７７
Overscrupulous  74
Particular  75
Abhor ｊ， Abominate ｊ， Averse ７， Detest  21,
Disagreeable ２５， Disapprove  25,  ＤｌＳＧＵＳＴＪ･
Dislike 26,  Hate ４５， Indispose 52,  ＬＯＡＴＨＥ 仞 ，
Reluctant  90,
Repugnance 9i, Unwilling ７冫／
Indispose ５２





Glitter ４ｊ， Sparkle 104, Twinkle ｊｊ夕
Mica 55, Talc 112
Hateful  45, Odious Ｚ７
Limit  60, Recess £8
Unlmitedc
Punctuate  85
























































































































索　 引　 編 231
Spotted ７価
Ability ７， Capacity ｊ２， Part 75, Talent 112
Vigor ｊ５
Assassinate  6, Break  10, Carve 13,  Chop７５， Clip 16,
Cut 2j ， Fell 34, Harvest 44， Hew  46, Incision ５７，
Loptfi, Mow  67, Operate ｚ２， ReapSS, Sever  98,
Shuffle 100,  Slay  102, Sunder ｊ仞
Attire ６， Clothe  16, Dress 2s ， ＰｕＴのRobe  93,
Wear ｊ認
Piece  78, Scrap  96, S凵CE 102
Beautiful ｓ， Clean ７５， Clear 16, Fair お, Handsome  44,
Neat  68, Pretty ｓ２， Tidy 115
Elegant ３ ， Fine Ｊ５， Gay 40, Nice  69, PureS5
Neatly  68





History  46, Record  88
Historian  46
Debate ２２， Reasoning  88
Argue ５， Canvass ｊ２， Reason  88
Border  10, Brink li, Contour  19, Edge Ｊ， Limit 60,
Margin ６Ｊ， Point SO, Side 100, Verge j2 δ
Doubt ２z， Suspicion Ill
Separate  98
Last  Moment66, Nick  of だ肖ε6夕
Verify ７邵
Undetermined 121,  ｕＮＬＭＩＴＥＤ（ママ）j２
Infinite  52
Decide ２２， Define ２ ， Determine ２４， Establish 31,
ＦｌＸ お, Limit  60, Settle 38
ＵＮＥχHAUSTED ７２２
Catty  13, Pound 81















232 き ん～ く き
き ん ぎ よ〈動 物 〉












き ん じ つ
き ん し ゅ
ｰす る


















































































































Leave  off wine 58








Debar ２２， Forbid ｊ７， Interdict ５４･ Prohibit ＆?'
Stop 107,  Veto ｊ邵
Chant ｊ４， Sing  101
Venus ｊ２５
Debar ２２， Interdict ５４， Stop ｊθ７
Contraband ｊ夕
Money 66,  Specie ｊひｊ




Pouch sj, Purse ８５
Pick-pocket ７８̈
CUTPURSE ２２
Late years  57
Gilding 4j ， Gold-leaf  42, Gold  Leaf ５Ｓ
Gild ４ｊ
Silver-leaf ｊθｊ










































































































Inquest ２ ， Trail ｊｊ∂
Choice ｊ５， Picked  78
Examine Ｊ２， Inquire ２ ， Inspect  53, Investigate ５５，
Judge  56, Look  into 61, Tc･ Pick  {select) 78, Probe S3,
Scrutinize 55, Select夕 7, Try ｊｊ夕
丶Weight ｊ２９








Silly JW, Simple 101
Foolish ３Ｘ
Movement  67, Working 131
Play 71?




Bite 夕, Seizedぶ'% the teethﾀﾌ
Food Ｊ７， Nourishment ７り, Victuals ｊ邵
Chew ｊ４， Eat ２９， Gnaw ４ｊ， Take food  112
Uneatable ｊ２２
Vacuity 125,  Voidj27
Air J， Atmosphere 6
/1み･is  Requisiteto life (Require, の･Requisite) 91
Void 127
Balloon ７





Foot-stalk 37,  Leaf-stalk58, Pedicle  16, Stalk ｊ磚，
Stem 106
Nail  68, Spike jひ１
Run  a naμ鈿勿法 e foot 94

































く さ ぎ る
く さ ぐ さ
く さ し
く さ ぞ う し
く さ ぴ
く さ ぴ ら
く さ め
く さ ら か し
く さ ら か す
く さ り
ｰが と け る
ｰを と く
く さ る










く じ や〈 〈動 物 〉
く じ ゅ う
く じ ゅ う ば ん
く じ ら〈 動 物 〉









































































Bind 夕, Tie 115
Dive 27， Fore-stall 38, Stoop  107
Nobleman  69
Grass  42, Herb  46, Pasture  75, Plant  79,
Vegetable 125,  Weed129
Weed ７２夕
Matter  63
Fetid 35, Noisome  69, Putrid  85, Rancid 87,



















Lawsuit  58, Suit 7卯
ＨｕＭＢＬＥαnother 48
Discourage ２５， Dishearten ２６
Persistent ７z
































く す り や
ぐ す る
ぐ ず る




＜そ ば え〈動 物 〉
く だ
く だ く
くだ く だ し い
く だ け る
くだ さ る
く だ さ れ
く だ し ぐ す り
く だ す
ぐ た つ く
く た び れ
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Whale  fishing 129
Measure  64
ＧｏｕＧＥ･12, Sprain  105
Dolt ２７， Ignoramus 侶
Chip ７５， Dirt ２５， Litter 60, Trasi口 18, Waste ７３
Sluggish ７θ２
Linger  60, Loiter  60
Ticklish ｊ７５
Break  10, Demoralize 23,  Deprave 24,  Disarrange ２５，
Disorganize  26, Vitiate 127
Camphor-tree ７２
Grave ４２
Drug Ｊ ， Enamel 30, Medicine Ｑ， Physic 78,  Remedy 90
No  Remedy  90
Remediless  90





Cave 13,  Crumble２７， Moulder  67
Habit 43, Inclination ｊ７， Proclivity  8､3, Propensity  84,
Singularity  101
Dirt  25, Dung Ｊ ， ＥχCREMENT  32, FECES  34
Armor ５， Panoply  74
ＧＲＥＥＮ-ＢｏＴＴＬＥ-ＦＬＹむ
Pipe  78, Tube ｊ跟
Break  10, Shiver  99
ＰＲｏＬｌχ沼
Shiver  99
Communicate 17,  Impart 49, Let  me have 59, Receive  88
Grant ４２
Cathartic 13,  Purgative 85
Capitulate ｊ２， Purge  85
Limber  60
Weariness ７２８




Row  94, A  Lineか9肖 衂･ to bottom. 60
Alight ｊ， Come down  ７ｚ， Descend ２４， Go Down ２７，
Evacuate 31,  FallＪ４， Get down 41,
Go  down 41, Submit 109,  Surrender Ill
Foregoing 37,  Fore-mentioned38, Foresaid^
















ｰに まか せ る
ｰを あ け る
ｰを そ そ ぐ




くち お し い
くち お し が る
く ちが き
くち き き
くち ぎ た な い
く ち ぐ す り
くち く せ
くち ご う し ゃ
くち ご もる
くち さ が し い
くち さ が ない
くち す ぎ
くち づ た え
く ち ど め き ん
＜ち なし〈植 物 〉
くち な め ず り
〈 ち な わ〈動 物 〉
く ち ば し
く ち ぴ る
く ち ぷ え
く ち ま め
く ち も と
く ち る
く ち た る
く ち ぬ
く つ
ｰい っ そ く
く つ う
く つ が え す




































Aperture ５， Cork 20, Entrance Ｊ７， Mouth  67,
Nozzle 70,  Opening Ｚ?， Orifice Ｚ?， Snout 103, Spigot 7 ひ7，
Spout 105,  Vent 125
Lapsus LINGUAE ５Ｚ， SLIPが the tongue 102
7?Z泱ｇ Gross ４Ｊ
Wholesale 130
Buy in the  Lump  61
ＥχTEMPORIZE  33





kuchi-oshii　　　Disappointment ２５， Regret  89, Sorry ７硯
kuchi-oshigaru Repine  90
kuchigaki　　　　Deposition 24
kuchi-kiki　　　Eloquent 29
kuchigitanai　　ＢＬＡｃＫＧｕＡＲＤ夕, Foulmouthed  38
kuchi-guszri　　Priming  82?



























Falter Ｊ４， Stammer ｊ硲
Plausible ３
Babble ７， Tattle 112
Livelihood  60, Subsistence ｊ磚
Oral  instruction  Ｚ２
Hush-money  48
Jasmine ５
Lick  the mouth 5S?
Snake  102







Imperishable ４夕, Incorruptible 51,  Undecayed121
Shoe  99
















































































































To  Muzzle  68





Loose ６ｊ， Slack ｊ∂j
Ease 29 ， Loosen 61, Rela χ S9， Slacken 101, Unbend ｊ２∂
ＢＩＴ夕
Brothel 11
Oral ins か･Z4じだθ7Z Z2， Tradition 117
Furnace Ｊ夕








Country  20, Domain ２ｚ， Dominion ２ｚ， Empire 30,




Broker 11,  Middle-man 65
ＤｕＮｃＥ認
Apportion ５， Dispensed, Distributed, Partition 75,
Portion  80, Serve  out 98
Ninth ｅ
Ninth  69
Head  45, Neck  68
Behead s ， Decapitate ２２
Cangue j2， Pillory ７s
Yoke 132
Executioner  32






Neck-cloth  68, Tippet ｊ拓
Strangle ｊ磚






















く ま〈 動 物 〉
ぐ まい
く まが え り
ーを う つ
く まで




く み す る
く みた て
ｰの み ず



































































Device 24, Imagination  49, Plan  79, Plot  T＼り，ＰＲＯＪＥＣＴ 沼 ，
Scheme^, Thought 114
Deliberate ２ﾖ, Design ２,１， Devise ２･／．ＦＲＡＭＥＪ ，




Concave  18, Sunken ７仞
Cavity 13,  Concave 18, Dent Ｊ， Gully 13,
Indentation ｊ７， Pit 79




Somerset 103, Summerset ７四
To turnど７ Somerset ７の
Rake  86
'Bumble BEE ｊ７， Humble-bee 48
Band Ｚ， Club 16, Company 17,  Corps  20, Fellowship  35,
Firm  36, Fraternity  39, Gang  40, Partnership  75,
Society 103,  Squadron105, Troop ７紹
Partner  75




Dip ２５， Draw ｚ･cater  ２Ｚ， Lade ５Ｚ， Pour 81,  Scoop 96




Cobweb  16, Spiders  Webｊ２９
Horizon ４Ｚ
Oblation  70, Offering 71, Things o がi?γ召丿in  Sacrifice  94
Cloudy  16,･Dim ２５， Overcast ＺＩ?，
Overcloud Ｚﾖ, Sullied 109, Tarnish 112
Unclouded 121
To be  Regret  ted 89, Sorrowful ｊひｊ
Compunction 18
Disappointment ３
Compunction  18, Regret 89, Remorse so, Repentance  90




































く ら べ る
く ら ぽ ね
く ら む
く り
く り〈植 物 〉
く り い し
く り い ろ







































Repent  90, Refine  90, Rue  94, Sorrow  lot





Barn Ｚ， Garner 40, Godown む, Granary と, Store-
HOUSE 107, Warehouse ７２７
Storage  107
Pack-saddle 74, Saddle  94
Class  15, Degree Ｊ， Grade 42, Kind  56, Manner  63,
Much  67, Order Ｚ?， Quality 86, Rank Ｓ７，
Rate 87,  RatioS7, Sort  104, Sphere  104, Station  106,
Throne 115,  Way 128
Inaugurate ５θ
-ni tszkeru　　　INTHRONE ｊ４




























About ｊ， Thereabout ７７４
Eat Ｊ
Dizzy 17,  Giddy 41
Totteringly 117
ＨＡＮＤ加用 outh 44, Livel ⅢOOD  60
Livelihood  60
Storage  107
Consume  the dtひ日9, Elapse Ｊ ， ＬＥＡＤどZ/泝?58, Live  60,
Pass  75, To  Passだme 75, SPENDが me 104, Subsist 7 昭
Collate  16, Compare 17
Saddle-tree  94











kuri-kayesh'- Review  92, Revise 92
丶





















































kuri-kayesh'-　To  Read  over･４?ain 87
te yomu
:uriki　　　　　Power Si, Virtue ｊ２∂
:uru　　　　　　　Arrive 6, Come  17, Turn ７跟
-de aro　　　　Perhaps he will come 77
kuri 　Power 81, Virtue  126
kuru 　Arri e n 
aro　　 　Perhaps 加will come 77
koneba yoka 一方Would  have been加加ｙび７沿丿 加Ｘ ａｇ･7 jJ?
tta ni











































Bore 10, Excavate  32, Hollow ４夕, Scoop 96
Gin 4j， Reel 89, Wind ７昶
Crazy ２ｊ， Frantic 39, Mad ｇ， Rage 86
Raging  86, Rave 87, Wild ７昶
Excruciating Ｊ２， Grievous 43
Suffering ｊ四
Afflict Ｊ， Oppress Ｚ２， Pester 78, Torment ｊ拓，
Torture 117,  Vex７２５
Ankle ５




Sit  in a ring  jθj
Wheelwright ｊ２９
Walnut j27
Dizzy ２７， Giddy ４ｊ， Light-headed ５夕
Flail  36










Black  en  !?
Anxiety ５， Care ｊ３， Concern ｊ８， Hardness  44,
ＨＡＲＤＳⅢp  44, Ills 4 夕, Misery  66, Solicitude 103,  Toil ｊ跖 ，









く ろ が ね
く ろ め る
く ろ ん ぼ う
く わ〈植 物 〉
く わ え る
く わ し い































































































Deride 24･ Fool Ｊｱ, Insult 5‘j， Mock 66,  Quiz  86,





Insert  53, Join ｇ ， ＰｕＴ だ,＆ｉ
Particular Ｚ５





Conspire ﾌﾀ, Devise ２４， Frame ３Ｓ， Imagine ４夕, Plan ３ ，




Man-of-war  63, S ⅢＰが war 99
Munition  67
Flock  36
Gentleman 40,  Superior-man ｊ仞






War stories  127
Military  science?Tactics 112
War ａゆ四 部s 72Z
け
ke　　　　　　Feather Ｊ４， Fur 39, Hair ４４， Wool 131





































け い こ う
け い こ ば
け い ざ い が く
け い し
げ い し や
け い し ゅ う
け い し ょ く
け い ず
け い す い
けい とう〈植 物 〉
け い ば
け い ば つ
ｰす る
け い ぷ つ
け い ふ ん
け い へ い
け い べ つ
ｰす る
け い め い
け い や く
け い よ う し
け い ら ん
け い り く
け い り ゃ く
け う
ｰな
け お さ れ る




















































































Drill 3 ， ＥχERCISE 32, MANOEUVER  62, PRACTICE  SI,
Study 108, Tactics  112, Training ７斤
Drill 28, Learn  58, Practice 81,  Train７片
Untaught  123
Body-guard 夕, Escort Ｊ７， Guard 45
Singing-woman  101
Menses ｇ
Fencing-school Ｊ５， Parade-ground  75, School 応
召がitical  EconomyＪ




Genealogy  40, Pedigree  76
Catamenia 13,  Menses 64
Cocks-comb  16
Horse-race ４７， Horse Race 86
Penalty  76, Punishment  85















Accident ２， Casualty 13,  Damage 22, Hurt  48,




Defile ２?， Demoralize ２ ， Deprave ２４， Desecrate ２４，
Pollute so, Profane  83, Soil 103,  Sully ７四
Defilement ２
Unblemished ７邵
Contaminate  19, Defiled ぶ, Dirty ３ ， Foul  38,

















































































































Soiled 103,  Unclean ／２７
１Ｍ ＰＵＲＥ 邱
Profane  83
UN DEFILED  121
ＰＥＬＴＲＹ 陌
Ｍ ＯＵＬＴ 矼
ＩＮＳＵＲＲＥＣＴＩＯＮ ふ／， ＲＥＢＥＬ凵 ＯＮ 硲





Kick  into 56
Fur  coα／泅
Morning  67, This  morning ill
Scarf,  of αか iest 95





Instigate  53, Put up to 85,  Set の2 沼
Appearance ５， ＡｓＰＥｃＴ 叭 ＣｏｕＮＴＥＮＡＮｃＥ Ｊ ， Seem 夕ｚ
Cheerful  14
Landscape 57,  Prospects-/, Scene  96, Scenery  96,
View ７２６




毋 αII Means  64 　→ け っ し て
Murderer  67
Difference  25, Distinction Ｊ
£どzがDecade  22
Copy Ｊ
Chamber-maid ｊ４， House-maid  47, Maid-servant ｃ ，
Menial  64, Servant  98
Monstrous  67
Low  empl砂坿巳が 酲
Indication 52,  Sign  101
Annihilate ５， Blot out 9, Cancel ７２， Counteract Ｊ ，
Efface Ｊ ， Erase Ｊ７， ＥχPUNGE  33, EχTINGUISII 33,
Obliterate  70厂ｎゆ濕 Out  {afire) 73, Put ｏ ／ 硲，
Quench  86, Rub  out 94, Slake  101, Stifle  107
























































































































一 一 一 ‥ 一 一 一 一
Low  fellow 61
Drain 27,  Sink  101
Curry ２ｊ， Cut ２ｊ， Efface ２９， Erase Ｊ７， Pare ｚ５，
Plane ３ ， Point  80, Rasp 87,  Scrape 96, Shave  99
ＥχPLAIN  33
Understand 121
Abject ｊ， Base ｓ
Ignoble  48, Mean ６４， Vile 126,  Vulgar 127
ＣＬｏ g 16, Patten  76
Luck  61
Idleness  48, Remissness  90
Title ７跖
Kick  over 56
High  minded 46,  Majestic ｅ
ＰＲｏＢＡＢＬＹ＆?
Kick  out 56
Kick z φ 瑟
ＹＡＲＤが a sail 132
Animal ４， Beast ｓ， Brute 11
Mean  64, Miserly  66, Penurious ７７･ Pusillanimous  85,
Stingy ｊ∂７
Miser  66
ＢＩＤ夕, Command ｊ７， Order Ｚ２
Lineage  60
Month ６７， Moon ６７
Hot-blooded ４ｚ
On the  Contrary19, On  the卯月x癶7び71, Rather s ７
Menses  64
Grandeur 42 ， Superb ７仞
Exquisite お, Gorgeous  42, Grand  42･Magnificent ｅ，
Splendid ｊ砺
Fast Ｊ４
Decidedly ２２， Imperative 49, Positively  80 　→けして
Protest  84'
Confiscate ｊ∂
Decide ２２， Determine ２４， Resolve  91
Irresolute ５５




































け ぷ か い
け ま り
け み
け み す る
け む た い
け む り
け む り だ し




け れ ど も〈 接 〉




























































































Decry ２?， Depreciate ２４， Underrate 121,  Undervalueｊ２７
Menial  64, Servant  98
Indeed ５７， In Reality 87,  Verilyｊ３
Truly 77 夕
召どzir  ForcepsJ7 ， Tweezers jﾌﾀ
Dismount  26
Kick  open 56
Rule ｊ 戸茆 び 舛
Glutton ４ｊ， ＧＯＵＲＭＡＮＤ む
Feign  ed sickness  ３４
Ignoble  48, Vulgar 127
Gross  43, Ignoble ４Ｓ， Inferior quality ･52, Inferior ・
Quality  86
Low-bred  61







Chimney ｊ５， Flue Ｊ７
Cricket ２ｊ
Feudatory Ｊ５， Retainer夕2, Servant  98, Vassal  125
Diarrhoea ２４， ＦＬｕχ Ｊ７
Kick  56
However ４７， Nevertheless 69
Although ４， Howbeit ４ｚ， Notwithstanding  70,















































































































Precipitous 81,  Steep ｊ価
Bayonet ８
Authority ｚ， Power 81
Affray Ｊ， Altercation ４， ＣｏＮＦＬｌｃＴ 略 ，ＣｏＮＴＥＮＴｌｏＮ 扨 ，
Contest j 夕, Difference 25,  Dispute 26,  Dissension  26,
Feud ｊ５， Fight Ｊ５， Fray  39, Quarrel ｓ６， ＳｃｕＦＦ凵｛ ％ ，
Squabble 105 , Strife ｊ昭
Fight ３５




Cash 13,  Ready mon り87
Securityﾀﾌ, Strict 108
Secure夕 7, Strong ｊθＳ
Fortify ３ ， Invigorate ５５
Knuckle ５z
Word 131
Present Ｓ２， Present  Tense Kin gt･xz,ル79,･ ) 113
Measure ６４
Inquest  53
Austere ｚ， Exact  32, Strict ｊ昭
Rigid  93, Secureﾀﾌ, Severest
Peremptor 】LY 77
Fencing Ｊ５， ＳｗｏＲＤ-ＥχERCISE Ill
Fence お
Fencing-master ３５
Reduction  89, Retrenchment 夕２
Decrease 23 ， Lessen  59
Abate ｊ， Curtail ２ｊ， Decrease ｚ?， Diminish ２５， Dock ２７，
Lessen  59, Mitigate  66, Moderate  66, Reduce ｓ９，
Retrench  92, Shorten ｊ卯
Precipice 81





























































































































乃SEE  {for curiosity) 97
Looker-on  61, Spectator ｊ硯
ＥχAMINE Ｊ?， Inquest ２ ， Inspection  53
Inspect ５Ｊ， Survey Ill
7ｂ た7寿ｇαView 126, View ７５
Original-copy Ｚ２
Inspection 53
Economy Ｊ， Frugal 39, Sparing ７陶




Child ｊ５， Cub ２７， Son 103,  Young 132
Children  Should必 砂 治ｄｒ Z･αrents 100
Child-birth  15
Lie  in 5,夕
To ca 心ｇ Abortion ｊ
To cause  Abortion ｊ
Flour 36, Meal ６４， Powder 81
Powder 81,  Pulverize 85
Dimi Ｎ UTIVE ２５
Five Ｊ∂




Play  checkerrs 79





































こ う い ん
こ う い ん
ご う い ん
ｰす る




こ う か い
ｰす る
ｰせ ぬ





こ う き ょ
こ う げ い
｀1ご う け つ
'こ う け ん
こ う こ う
ｰな
こ う ご う
_ .
























































































Love ｓθ?tg 61, Love-song  61





Entreat 31,  Pray81
Implore ５θ
Lover 61
Love sick 61, Love-sick  61




Ａ　man がgreat  Worth131
Obedient ７り
Watch ｊ２
Incense 51,  Perfume７７
Great ４２， Lofty  60
Beg  8, Beseech Ｓ， Crave ２ｊ， Entreat 31,  Implore５θ，
Request#, Solicit j の
Deed ２３， Desert ２４
Time 115
Descendant ２･i, Posterity 81
Rape ８７
Ravish Ｓ７， Violate ｊ２５
Barter ７， Trade U7,  Traffic117
Interchange ５４， Swap Ill
Traffic 117
Privy &∃
Regret S3, Remorse 90, Repentances
Penitent  76, Regret  89, Repent  90
Impenitent ４夕
Artful ６， Cunning  21, Knavish ５６
Perfume ７７
Government  42 　，･
Valor ｊ２５
Gallant  40, Spirited ｊθ５




Obedient Filial  Piety  78
Dutiful  28, Filial お
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Cohabit  16
Pulpit ８４， Rostrum  93, Stage ｊ蒔
Husbandry  48, Tillage 115
Farm  34, Till 115
Submission 109
Capitulate ｊ２， Submit 109, Succumb  109, Surrender Ill,
Yield 132
Public  and  X･・ivate 84
Grating^, Lattice-work58, Trellis-work ｊ扨
Alley ４
Barm z ， Malt  62, Yeast ｊ３２
Dear  in夕rice 22
Expensive J2
Plea 71?
Discourse ２５， Lecture ２ ， Sermon  98
ＥｘＰｏｕＮＤお, Preach  81
Lecturer  58
Deposition 24 ， Affidavit Ｊ
Message^, Statement 106,  Verbal  message 125, の∂’
Errand Ｊ７
Oral z ２
Lascivious 57 ， Lewd ５９














Mulberry か召ｇ ６Ｚ　　　 ’
Alternately ４， By  Turn Ｓ ｊｊ夕
Glorious ４ｊ， Great ４２， Prodigious  83
Vast ｊ２５
Grand  42



















































こ う も り〈 動 物 〉
こ う も ん
ご う も ん
ｰす る
こ う や


























































Plain Z9 ， Simple 101
Succeeding years 丿砂
Efficacy ２９， Medical virtue 6-t, Vかhtes of Medicine  61,




Aromatic ６， Fragrant  38, Odoriferous ７７， ＳＰｌｃＹ雄／
ＨＡＩＲゐ咫αぶyz輿






Pedantic  76, Pride Ｓ２， Proud  84




Incur ５ｊ， Receive 88
Receipt ８Ｓ， Receive 88
Celebrated 13,  Distinguished26, Illustrious  49,
Noted ７り, Renown  90
Eminent  30






Cerate ｊ４， Liniment 60,  Ointment Ｚ７， Plaster ３，





Bale Ｚ， Bundle ｊ７， Package  74
Usurer ｊ２４
Charity ｊ４， Contribute  19
Censer ｊ４
Altercation ４， Contention ﾌﾀ, Controversy  19,
Difference ２５， Dispute  26, Quarrel £6, Squabble  105,




















こ が た な
ご が つ
ご か っ て に〈 感 〉
こ が ね




ーよ ろ し い か
ーよ ろ し ゅ う
こ き ゅ う
ｰす る
こ き ゅ う






































































Strife 108,  Verbal ｊｆゆ1冶?725
Wrangle 7 お




Corpulent  20, Fat  34, Fertile  35, Rich ２
Fleshy Ｊ５， Portly  80
Above ｊ， Across ２， Come  out?り の･αcross 17,  Cross ２ｊ，
ＥχCEED Ｊ２， ＥχCEL  32, GOα cross  47， Go  by 41, Go  over 41,
Out-go ｚ３， To cross  Over x? ， Overpass z? ， Pass  75, To
Pass  by･75, To  Pass  ov･1?ｒ 75， Transcend ｊ７７
Coffee  16
Ice  48
County Ｊ ， Township 117
Sugar-candy ｊ四
Congeal 18,  Crystalize ２７， Freeze  39
Frozen  39
Commandment 17
Burn ｊ７， Char  14, Imbrown  49, Parch  75, Scorch  96,
Sear 夕ｚ
Penknife  76, Pocket-knife 卯






Doubt ２z， Scruple  96
251
Are you  Well? ｊ２９
Farewell  34
Breath  10, Respiration  91
Respireﾀﾉ
Fiddle  35, Violin ｊ邵
ＢＩＲＴＨ-ＰＬＡＣＥ夕, Native  Country20, Native Ｚ)趾ぽ 68, Na だ叱
Place ７９
７`加 夕匹 Element Ｊ
Higgle  46
Country Ｊ ， Empire Ｊ ， Kingdom  56, Nation  68,
Province  84, State ７砺
Eradicate 31,  Hackle 43, Hatchel ４５， Root  up 93,
Strip j 磚
Row  94, Scull  96












こ く し ょ う が ん
こ く せ い
ご く そ つ
こ く た ん〈植 物 〉
ご くひ ん
こ く ふ う
こ く ほ う
ｰに あ わ ぬ
ご く も ん
ご くや
ご く ら く













こ ご え じ に
こ ご え る





こ ご.と ず き
こ こ の つ
















































































Essence 31,  Pith71?， Quintessence  86
Space 104, Vacuity ７２５
King ｇ
Set  Timeｊ妬
Domestic manufact μだNational  production 68
Choice ｊ５， First-rate Ｊ ， ＆φｇバθΓ Quality 86,  SUPER=
EXCELLENT 110,  Super-fine ７仞
Amaurosis ４























Freeze  to death 39
Benumb Ｓ， Freeze 39
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Conscience ｊ８， Design ２･ｆ， Heart  45, Inclination ５ｊ，
Meaning  64, Mind ６５， Motive ６ｚ， Opinion ２，
Purpose ８５， Sense 98, Sentiment 3s, Signification 101,
Spirit 105,  Temper113,  Will130
Ｉ／賢航 the! z4,･hole!Heart ４５
Mind ６５， Remember 卯
Liking ５夕, Please 7!?
As you  Please7!?
Own  Optionz２
Reserve 夕j






































































Apprehend ５， Know ５Ｚ， Make  out 62
Reserve 夕ｊ
Care 13,  Thought114
Keep  in mind 56
Voluntarily 127,  Willfullyｊ昶
ＰＥＲＰＬＥχITY 77
Design ２４， End Ｊ ， Hope ４Ｚ， Inclination ５ｊ，
Intention ５４， Object  70, Purpose <55, Will 130
Purpose ８５
Own  Option Ｚ?， /１Ｘ Pleasure ７１?
Disposition  26
Misconception  66
Anxiety ５， Care 13,  Concern18,  Troubleｊｊ夕
Solicitous ７磑
kokorodzku　　Recollect  88
kokoronaku　　Undesignedly 121,  Unintentionallyｊ２２
kokoro naradz Ｃθ?itrary  to one's Int ntion５４
kokoro no ma- Liberty ５夕
ma　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　。
kokorobaye　　　Disposition 25
kokorobase　　　Idea  48,  Imagination ４夕
kokorobosoi　　Gloomy ４ｊ





Essay 31,  Experiment２， Probation 83, Proofs?,
Temptation 113,  Trial118
Prove 54, Tempt 113,  Test113,  Tryｊ扨




































































































Familiars, Friendly 39, Intimate ｊ,／
Acquaintance ２
Pleasant ３ ， Pleasing ３
Readily ｓ７， Ready ｓ７







Loin  60, Waist 127
Sit jθｊ
Pry  open  ５４１
Pry  up 54
Bench ｓ， ＳＥＡＴﾀｱ, Stool  107
Chair ｊ４
Take  a seαt 112
Past  time 75
Beggar ｓ， Mendicant ｇ
Fluor-albus 37
Tongue-tie ｊ拓
Pervert  78, Wrest 132








Sister  in law 101
Fiftieth お
Fiftieth ,95
Hindrances, Impediment 49, Obstacle Ｚ７，
Obstruction Ｚ７
black Pepper 77





















































































































Future ｓたite  J夕
Pepper-box Z7
→ じ ょ う ほ う
索　 引　 編 255
Structure 108
Structure ｊ磚
Compose j7 ， Consistが19, Construct  19, Fabricate Ｊ，
Fit Make ・?， Make up 62, Manufacture  63,
Organize ｚ２， Prepares?, Produce &?, Serve m/> 98
Chaffer 14, Pry ５４
Ancients･ｊ




Exceed Ｊ２， Ｅχcel 32, Surpass Ill
Impassable ４夕, Unsurpassable ７２
Past  75
















Impulse 50, Repry 90, Response 9i, Shocks
Answer ５， React £7, Reply 90, Respond 9J, Return α?２
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Hinder  46, Obstruct Ｚ７









Boy (ser･vant) 10, Servant  98
Pocket-money  80







Act ２， Adventure Ｊ， Affair Ｊ， Case 13,
Circumstance ｊ５， Deed ２３， Enterprize 30, Event 31,
Fact ３３， Feat 34, Incident ５ｊ， Matter Occasion 刀，
Occurrence ｚ７， Phenomenon  78, Practice 81,
Proceeding &?, Subject 108, Suit 109, Thing 114,
Transaction 117,  Undertaking121
ｊ４･ccording to Circumstances ｊ５
Harp  44
Each ３， Every 31,  Severally 98









On  Purpose 85, Purposely  85, Specially  104
Intentionally ５４

























































































































As ６， Like ５９
Content ｊ夕，7bα nsw ぴ 泱召 Purpose ＆５
Verbal ｍｇｓｓど2Xμ?j25
Impunity 5 ∂
Differ 25 ， Distinct ５ ， Peculiar  76, Strange ｊ認 ，
Unlike ｊ３ ， Vary ｊ２５
Especially 31,  Particularly 75, Specially ｊ碍
Uncommon 121,  Unusually７２４
Language ５Ｚ， Speech 104,  Talk 112,  Termｊ召 ，
Tongue 116,  Word 131
Verbatim 125,  Word for word  131
Pledge ７９
Utterance ７２４
Child 15, Children ｊ５
勁 に力ild Take ｓ after his father  112
Children ｊ５
Childish ｊ５， Puerile  84
Pretend  82
Will  not sell Under fi回心 liar･S 121
Adage ２， Proverb  84
Principle &?, Reason  88
Excuse  32, Refuse  89
Without  Permission ７Ｚ
Decline ２ ， Ｅχcuse  32, Forbid ３Ｚ， Interdict ５４，
Object 70,  Prohibit S3, Refuse Ｓ ， Reject  89
Flour  36, Meal ６４， Powder  81
Powder  81
Other  day  Z2， Recently  88
Thrashing 115
Thrashing-floor 115





























































こ の よ う な
こ の ん で
ご ば い し
こ は く
こ は ぜ
ご は っ と
ｰな も の











































Hence-forth  46, Here-after  46
He ４５
Here-abouts  46
May  I pαＳＳ through this )･oad? 64
Lately ５Ｚ， ＬＡＴＴＥＲＬＹ認
From that day  Forth38, Since  101
So Much  67, So MUCH ７磑
Such ｊ四
Lately ５７， Latterly  58, Other , 九ｙ Z2， Recently 88
This time 114
This  month 114




７ Prefer 涜£s one 82
Lately 5Z
Formerly ３ ， Here-to-fore 46
This 四ぞinner 114, Thus 115
Enjoy Ｊ， Fond 37, Like  59, Love  61, Relish  90




On this Account ２， Hence 46, Here-at  46, Thereby ７召
This world 114
ＰＲＥ-Ｅχ1ST 81














Gallnut  40, Nut-gall  70
Amber  4
Clasp 15,' Locket  60
Edict ２９， Law  58
Contraband  19
Unlawful ｊ２２
Cut Ｑが22, Debar  22, Deny Ｚﾖ, Hinder  46, Impugn ５θ，
Interdict ５４， Object  70, Preclude 81,  Prevent 82?，

















































































































（独 楽 回) koma-mawa-
shi
（細 ）　　komayaka




Checkered  figu だ7･/ ，ＰＬＡＩＤ Σﾘ
Elliptical Ｊ
Fifth  35
Adulation Ｊ， ＦＬＡＴＴＥＲＹ 涵
Lamb ５７
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71 りりour  Out  73,  Pour 心, Spill 7 の
Inundate 55, Nicked  69, Notched  70, To n びi Over  73,
Overflow  73,  Pour Ｓ７， Run  o 訛り･ 94,  Spill 7 硯
励 加が ng  Toi リ 拓
Spin どzた功 仞４
Chess  men 14,  Colt  17,  Pawn  of chess 76
Old  Rice  92
Lath ５７




Mischief-maker  66, Slander 102, Tale-bearer ７７２
Trip up another 118
ＦｏＬＤ がzｅどirms 37
Topspin NING ７拓
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Minute  65, Small ｊθ２
ClRCUMSTAN TI ALL Y ｊ５， Minutely ６
Picket-fence  78
Grieve  43, Pestered  78, Straiten 108, Troubled 119,
ＶＥχED 126, Worry 131,  Worried131
komaraseru　Afflict Ｊ， Annoy ５， Harassφ t, Incommode ５ｊ，
亅nfest  52, Pester  78, Puzzle  85, Tease 113,











































































How 。uch for the Lot?  61
Buy in the  Lump ６７








Wheat  Flour  36, WheαＸ Meal 64, Wheat  flour  ｊ２９
ＣＡＬＦが 匈り２
Cramp ２７
Paddy  74, Clean Rice 92
ｊｉ!なｇ Flour 36, Rice  flour 92
Rice  bag 92
Rice  box 92
Weevil j29
Rice store 92
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Close iff, Comprehend 18,  Comprise18,  Confine18,
CONFIN!id 18, Ensconced Ｊ， Shut ｊ叨
Cabin ｊ２， Hut 48, Pen  76, Shed  99
Manure ｓ， Soil ｊａ?
































































This ｇ四 万鈿ｇ 114
Public  business 84, 乃 功＆･Service  98
Toothpick ７跖
Almanac ４， Calender ７２
String ７磚
Fortitude  38
Bear Ｓ， Endure Ｊ ， Forbear 37,  Patient 75, Stand  106,
Support ｊ７θ
Patiently  76
Insufferable ５４， Intolerable ５４， Unbearable ｊ匆
Tolerable ｊ拓
Punishment  85, Threat 115
Reproof  91
Reprehend  90, Reprimand 夕ｊ
Concentrate  18
Chastise ７４， Chide ｊ４， Correct 2D,  Menaced,


















































Devote ２４， Give  one?’Sgび 必 ４ｊ





Hence  46, Here-at46, Thereby 114
７７Ｚ£s is the pencil  Which he  附砒かj2 夕
Nothing  but this 70





Date ２２， Instant Ｓ ， Time 115,  Whileｊ２９




























































This  morning  774
This time 114
Sue i一口四
This day  114, ToDAY ７拓
This year  jμ
Manes ｅ， Soul 104, Spirit 105
7o-Night  69, This  evening 114, This night 114
Origin z2， Source ｊひj
This night 114
Jumble  56, Miχｇ
Build ｊ７， Erect Ｊ７， Found 38
Marriage Ｇ， Nuptials 70, Wedding ７３
Wedding-feast ｊ３
263
ご ろ ご ろ〈声 〉
こ ろ す
ご ろ つ き






こ わ くす る
















































































































Assassinate 5 ， Kill 56, Put to de ?どith 85, Slav  102
Vagabond ７２５
Roll  93
Fall  Down２Ｚ， To roll Over  73, Roll  93, Tumble ７汐
ＧＯＷＮむ , Priest 's  Robe幻
Cholera ｊ５
Afraid Ｊ， Dreadful ２Ｚ， Fearful Ｊ･／
Rigid  93, Stiff  107
Stiffen  107
Afraid Ｊ， Dread ２７， Fear Ｊ４， Shy ７叨
7?un  In fear 50
Stiffness  107
Break  10
Hem  46, Clear the Throat ７７５
Tone  116
Stiff 107




Familiar  34, Friendly Ｊ， Intimate ５４
Nuptials  70, Wedding ｊ２夕
Energy Ｊ， Force Ｊ７， Vigor ｊ２６









Disorder  26, Intricate  54, Jumble  56, Medley ６４，





Gold  color 42
Consul ﾉﾀ
Disposition 26, Spirit j碼
Report  90
Intermingle  54, Mingle 65, Mix  66
